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Executive Summary
The long-term strategic objective of the SMAGRINET project is to educate a generation of
researchers and engineers who are equipped to develop, improve, and deploy new energy
technologies, and can meet the challenges of the energy transition.
Work Package 3 of the SMAGRINET project aims to provide master's students from participating
universities with the up-to-date knowledge on operational problems of modern power grids
and focus on combining the social, technological, and industrial dimensions.
Three challenge and case-based modules at the master's level, linked to European university
programmes were developed at participating universities and valuable insights were delivered to support the academic knowledge in the form of industry-academia collaboration in
SMAGRINET International Mobility Programme (T3.3).
This report gives an overview of these SMAGRINET Mobility Programme activities, which were
carried out to compliment the SMAGRINET modules. The document outlines:


The activities at a glance and the overview of adaptions to carry out the programme
during COVID-19 pandemic;



Deeper insights and analysis of the different Mobility Programme activities:



o

Internships

o

Roadshows

o

Online session

Opportunities for the future

In conclusion, the document analyses how the Mobility Programme has worked on preparing
the next generation of engineers with interdisciplinary operational and problem-oriented
skills and summarizes whether the target and objectives have been reached.
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1.

Overview of the activities

SMAGRINET Mobility Programme activities were developed to find a practical output for the
knowledge acquired in the SMAGRINET Modules taught at the universities. Acting within the
constraints of the global pandemic, the most relevant available opportunities were detected
at the industry.
Selected students from all six participating universities were included in the Mobility
Programme:


Technological University of Kaunas (KTU) and Technological University of Dresden
who were teaching Module 1 “Artificial Intelligence in a Smart Grid with Prosumers”



Tallinn University of Technology (TALTECH) and University of Lorraine (ULOR) teaching Module 2 “Economic Operation and Societal Challenges”.



Technical University of Berlin (TUB) and University of Ljubljana teaching Module 3
“Connection Planning in Smart Grids”.

SMAGRINET Mobility programme activities took place from July 2021 until March 2022, preceded by preparation in close collaboration with industry and universities.
The activities included long-term options (from 3 to 8 weeks) in form of internships at
the companies, and concentrated short-term activities, involving several companies and
institutions in form of hybrid roadshows (2-3 days) and a virtual session.

1.1. COVID-19 caused programme adjustments
The mobility programme was initially planned to be offered in parallel with the modules
and in 2 phases (first phase M18, second phase M29), but due to ongoing pandemic adaptions
were made, and Mobility activities were carried out according to possibilities from July
2021 until March 2022. This was made possible by the extension of the project.
The initial contacts and project concept was introduced to the industry already before the
programme and during the first Period of the project. Yet, as the companies of electricity
industry are offering vital services and must guarantee the continuous supply of energy
even in the turbulent times, the caution held back the start of actions. However, the
interest to involve young talent was confirmed fully.
Finally, in 2021 spring we saw the decline in COVID-19, increasing readiness for some
companies to open up and the opportunity to move forward with the a set of internships
during summer 2021. There was a limited timeframe for companies opening and students
available for the longer internships. But first SMAGRINET Mobility activity - internships
were successfully launched.
To adapt the activities to the cautious attitude of businesses and upcoming academic
calendar, SMAGRINET roadshows were developed. This allowed companies to host small groups
in limited timeframe, making it more flexible and easier to apply all the rules. And
students were able to take time from studies for only 2-3 days but gather insights of
several industry players.
In the autumn of 2021, two Roadshows were successfully held, and 2 planned. Unfortunately,
the COVID-19 cases in the EU began to rise again. New strains together with unstable
geopolitical situation in Europe caused uncertainty, and we saw no other option than to
hold last event online and leave unused opportunities gathered to be used in future.
Although the global pandemic situation caused several postponements, challenges in planning
and adaptions made on the way, we were able to offer participants a variety of activities
that reflected well the challenges in the industry in different countries.
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1.2. Results of SMAGRINET Mobility
As a result, 64 students from all the consortium universities participated in four different
kinds of Mobility Programme activities, which were carried out from July 2021 until March
2022.
Firstly, SMAGRINET International Mobility
Programme facilitated internships in selected companies with matched students
from Germany, Lithuania, and Slovenia during the summer of 2021.
Two SMAGRINET International Mobility Programme Roadshows took place during autumn
2021 – one in Brussels and Paris, involving students from Estonia and France; and
one in Estonia, involving students from
Germany, Lithuania, and Slovenia.
The activities were wrapped up with a SMAGRINET International Mobility Programme
Online Session - virtual visit to Norway
and United Kingdom in Spring 2022, open
to all universities.
Table 1. SMAGRINET International Mobility Programme Activities

Activity

Time

Duration

Participants

Universities
involved

Background of
participants

Internships

July – September 2021

3-8
weeks

6

ULJUB, KTU, TUD, TUB

Module 1 and 3

Roadshow
in
Brussels/
Paris

18-19
(20)
October 2021

3 days

22

ULOR and TALTECH

Module 2

Roadshow
Estonia

in

14-18 November 2021

5 days

15

ULJUB, KTU, TUD, TUB

Module 1 and 3

Online
Session with UK
& Norway

23 March 2022

2 hours

21

all

all

TOTAL PARTICIPANTS

64

106% of the goal60

Students brought the learnings to wider audience at their university and activities were
also shared on SMAGRINET website1 and in social media by participating universities.
Several planned opportunities, brought out in Section 5, could not be implemented during
the project due to the situation described in previous chapter, but can be carried out
in future.

1

https://www.smagrinet.eu/newsflash/blog/smagrinet-mobility-program-going-to-the-road/
https://www.smagrinet.eu/newsflash/blog/smagrinet-mobility-program-continued-this-month-with-the-first-smagrinet-roadshow/
/
https://www.smagrinet.eu/newsflash/blog/smagrinet-roadshow-took-students-to-estonia /
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2.

SMAGRINET Mobility Internships

After being on hold due to pandemic situation, concrete negotiations with companies with
the best fit were launched in December 2020. While different online options were considered,
we did not see the opportunity for a full-fledged experience in online internships. Hence,
the target was to bring students on spot during the summer of 2021.
Based on the companies' needs, and offered positions, we focused on Module 1 and 3 students
and launched open calls to join the mobility programme at 4 universities in spring 2021 –
TU Berlin, TU Dresden, Technical University of Kaunas, and University of Ljubljana.
Interns from mentioned universities from Germany, Lithuania and Slovenia were joining the
companies in Estonia to put the knowledge gathered in their studies and in the SMAGRINET
Modules into practice.
The hosts included the largest network operator in Estonia, international energy and
automation technology group, a platform for managing and trading of electrical flexibility
for the balancing of electricity grids, and one of the largest producers of renewable
energy in the Baltics.

2.1. Companies and positions
More than 30 companies were in the initial contact list (full list is brought out in
Appendix 1) to secure the internship positions for SMAGRINET students. All the contacted
companies indicated their interest to involve students, but many were held back by the
ongoing situation and uncertainties. Eventually, five companies were able to make concrete
offers and were confident that they are able to host students during the proposed period.
15 positions, brought out in the following table, were launched during the spring of 2021
to have the interns joining in summer of 2021.
Table 2. Internship posititions offered.

Company

Content of the intenship position

ABB is a leading global technology
company that energizes the transformation of society and industry to
achieve a more productive, sustainable future. By connecting software
to its electrification, robotics, automation and motion portfolio, ABB
pushes the boundaries of technology
to drive performance to new levels.

Internship at Electrification Business with Focus
areas: 1. Power system Study in distribution
network; 2. Grid side parameter study, 2. Energy
storage products, 3. Energy storage applications,
4. Control techniques behind Energy storage systems
Objective: To get familiarized with the product,
control approach, study and propose most suitable
control strategy in the project.

Enefit Green is one of the largest
producers of renewable energy in Estonia and the Baltic countries. Part
of the international energy group
Eesti Energia, Enefit Green's production portfolio is the most diverse of
its kind in the Baltic region. Enefit
Green produces electricity and heat
from wind, water, solar energy and
biomass, as well as municipal waste
burned in the Iru waste-to-energy power unit that would otherwise be delivered to landfills. In addition,
Enefit Green owns a pellet factory in
Latvia.

Goal: Figure out a model for a renewable energy
(solar park + battery bank) break-even point.
The
model
should
work
as
follows:
Input: maximized revenue achieved through the use
of energy solutions against price changes in the
electricity market
Output: solar park and storage device capacities
Simply put, the model must give a result that, in
terms of size / capacity, pays off to install an
energy solution.

Use of flexibility services in the distribution
network
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Starting point: In order to ensure the long-term
efficiency of the network, it is necessary to invest
in the network at an optimal level, but the network
will be built with a perspective of the next 40
years and changes in the environment will be significantly faster. Therefore, it is important to increase the flexibility of the network, and one of
the options for optimizing investments is the implementation of consumption / production management,
i. e. the introduction of flexibility services. The
main goal is to solve network congestion and voltage
problems in a more economically optimal way, i. e.
either by physically building the network or, for
example, by controlling consumption / production.
-"-

Elektrilevi
Estonia's
largest
network operator, with a role to ensure the constant supply of electricity to our customers. We maintain
and repair almost 61,000 kilometres
of power lines and more than 24,000
substations. We have almost 500,000
customers across Estonia. Elektrilevi
develops solutions for tomorrow's
sustainable energy grid and leads the
way in smart energy solutions in Estonia, such as first nationwide EV
fast charging network, first nationwide full roll-out of smart metering project, small size off-grid solutions for rural areas, large scale
off-grid solutions for energy island,
Smart
City
solutions;
renewable
energy
challenges
for
different
energy sector groups and VPP and storage simulation and testing

Fault
prevention
/
preventive
maintenance
Starting point: More than 10 thousand failures occur
in the Elektrilevi network every year, which cause
interruptions to customers and require liquidation.
At the same time, it is possible to obtain various
measurements and data from the network through fault
statistics, faults in the network, meter measurements and events, as well as automation measurements. The aim is to use this amount of data and,
if necessary, additional data to predict faults and
perform preventive maintenance.
-"Network
topology
analysis
Starting point: Elektrilevi today applies a trunk
line-based solution for network planning, where the
medium voltage network is built radially as a single
fast scheme and the network has reduced triple power
options to simplify management and reduce network
capacity. When implementing new network management
systems, the problem of operational network management is eliminated (the system simplifies the execution of power supply in networks with complex
schemes). Therefore, the question of the optimal
network configuration remains.
-"Network
concurrency
factor
analysis
Starting point: Electrification and the general increase in electricity consumption are taking place
in Europe. This will lead to a change in consumption
patterns, including the replacement of alternative
heat sources with heat pumps, the use of electric
heaters, the use of electric cars, etc. On the other
hand, distributed generation is developing rapidly
and new solar power plants have been installed in
Estonia on a very large scale in the last two years.
These changes potentially lead to changes in the
simultaneity factor of the loads in the network and
may lead to a situation where the capacity of the
lines or transformers is not suitable for the actual
load profile of the network as a result of planning.
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VKG - a private large-scale industrial enterprise in Estonia, focussing on oil shale mining, shale oil,
combined heat and power production
and production and marketing of fine
chemical products. The electricity
Challenges in thermal engineering and energy effiproduction company VKG Energia incluciency to be specified once profile is matched.
des the Põhja CHP co-generation
plant, power distribution networks,
20 substations, steam and compressed
air networks as well as groundwater
and lake water networks.
-"AI usage in the process of engaging and motivating
electricity consumers, implementation of lessons learnt in the demand response area. Fusebox is active
in Lithuania, collaborating with Ignitis and the
portfolio is growing rapidly. Students can be involved in integrating and testing new customers,
performing follow-up measurements and analysing difFusebox is a startup integrating con- ferent customers.
sumers and energy systems to enable Demand response business development in general,
better integration of renewables and Usage of batteries with maximum benefits in combireduce CO2.
nation with consumers and the grid,
Forecasting
of
DER
and
flexibility,
Demand
response
and
EV
combination,
Predicting balancing need in the electricity system,
Automation of balancing need prediction, including
urgent market messages (UMM).
-"-

2.2. Participants and feedback
Based on the offers for the positions, the internships were targeted at students from
universities teaching SMAGRINET Module 1 “Artificial Intelligence in a Smart Grid with
Prosumers” and Module 3 “Connection Planning in Smart Grids”. Campaigns (see examples in
Appendix 1) for students were launched at Kaunas University of Technology (KTU), Technische
Universität Berlin (TUB), Technische Universität Dresden (TUD) and University of Ljubljana
(ULJUB).
The limited time when the effects of the pandemic diminished and the uncertainty about the
student candidacy also had an effect. 11 students from 3 universities applied for the
internship positions. Through matchmaking the right profile, motivation, needs and skills,
6 positions in 4 companies were a matched. 3-sided (ETL-Company hosting-Student) agreements
were signed with all the interns, daily allowance, accommodation and travel arrangements
taken care of by ETL.
After the internship, all the interns were provided with a feedback form (see example in
Appendix 3), asking them to:


Describe the main tasks performed



Bring out main outcomes and learnings



Assess the relevance for studies and SMAGRINET module - to what extent they managed to use the theoretical knowledge from the studies and SMAGRINET module in
practice during the mobility



Give feedback regarding organisation of the mobility
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Selected insights from the reports are brought out in the following sections.
Students from Kaunas University of Technology and Technische Universität Dresden, who had
passed the “Artificial Intelligence in a Smart Grid with Prosumers'' module in SMAGRINET,
applied their knowledge in Elektrilevi. Saule from Kaunas worked on the NetFix projectsmart meter integration into the electrical grid. She analysed the differences between the
smart meters with the goal to improve the AI model and admitted that the knowledge from
SMAGRINET Module was useful: “The understanding of AI and its workings as well as different
issues arising in the probability models absolutely helped to better understand the task
and having that prior knowledge served well when trying to find answers to different
problems that arose while working on my tasks.”
Lorenz from TU Dresden was working on analysing flexibility use-cases to understand basic
calculations related to connection of generation to distribution networks and cost-benefit
regarding flexibility usage. In addition, he acquired the basics of SQL and experience of
working in a very international team.
SMAGRINET “Connection Planning in Smart Grids” module students from Univerza v Ljubljani
and Technische Universität Berlin found challenges in Elektrilevi, ABB, Enefit Green and
Fusebox.
Jovica from Ljubljana joined Elektrilevi to analyse the effects that charging electric
vehicles has on the distribution network. As EVs are a crucial part of Smart grids and the
transition from conventional to renewable energy systems, he found the theoretical
knowledge from the studies and the SMAGRINET module more than helpful when conducting the
mobility.
Matevž, Power Engineering and Mechatronics student from Ljubljana, joined ABB Electrification Business and got himself familiarised with BESS (Battery Energy Storage System),
its control strategy, gained a better understanding of communication protocols, and new
PLC programming approaches. “Theoretical knowledge from the SMAGRINET module was useful
in my tasks. Especially the courses Electrical Vehicle Impact on Distribution Network,
Multi-energy system including PV, Smart Grid Technologies” he brought out.
Another student from the University of Ljubljana,Karin dug herself into renewable energy
in Enefit Green: “With Renewable energy it is important to have a storage solution. One
of my tasks was looking into available storage solutions and I got to use the knowledge I
got in the ‘Integration of Energy Storage Technologies’.”
Bahman, from TU Berlin, took up the challenge in the start-up world and joined Fusebox
helping them in integrating consumers and energy systems to enable better integration of
renewables and reduce CO2. He learned a lot about different industries and their potential
in flexible energy consumption, and how energy market works.

Table 3. Students on internships

Student

University

Company

Challenge

Jovica Prerevski

ULJUB

Elektrilevi

Detecting the effects of charging electric vehicles on the distribution network.
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Karin Marin

ULJUB

Enefit Green

Research on solar energy (operation and
maintenance cost, new solutions for operation and maintenance), new innovative
solutions (inverters, panels, mounting),
security solutions, solar theft, energy
storage, inverters). Inverter data correction (for Solar parks) and Iru CPU
fuel analysis.

Matevž Lavtar

ULJUB

ABB

BESS (Battery Energy Storage System),
control strategy, communication protocols, and new PLC programming approaches.

Bahman Sadeqi

TUB

Fusebox

Integrating consumers and energy systems
to enable better integration of renewables and reduce CO2

Saule Gudziute

KTU

Elektrilevi

NetFix project- smart meter integration
into the electrical grid. Analysing the
differences between the smart meters with
the goal to improve the AI model.

Lorenz Jessel

TUD

ABB/
Elektrilevi

Solution to analyse the available capacity in the network for distributed generation connections and assessing the use
of flexibility services and their costs
compared to traditional network investments.

Feedback was positive from both sides. Students received practical knowledge of day-today work and faced solving several actual challenges in the industry. We did start with
some hesitation regarding opening and international travel. But taking all the safety
measures into account, we have managed to kick off the Mobility Programme with success.
The feedback from companies was gathered via discussions and was also positive. They saw
the value of the knowledge that students had gathered. Several of them were interested
to involve more interns. The demand of companies regarding interns and future employees
with dedicated knowledge on smart grids is clearly exceeding the supply. However, it is
positive that we can help reduce this gap with the SMAGRINET project.

3.

SMAGRINET Mobility Roadshows

Autumn was bringing the students back to university and lectures, SMAGRINET Mobility
Programme had to adapt and find concentrated solutions to offer students a glimpse of
industry and institutions in the field.
Two SMAGRINET International Mobility Roadshows were developed and carried out. In addition
to coordinating the content, logistics (international flights and local bus transportation), accommodation and catering were taken care of.
As the autumn also brought the restrictions back on the table, we were using different
hybrid solutions to be flexible, but still provide the full experience and glimpses of the
12

most relevant industry challenges for the students. In addition, 2 initially planned
Roadshow options were left on hold, and, with the resources found, can be executed in the
future (See Section 5).

3.1. Brussels-Paris Roadshow
In October 2021, students from Tallinn University of Technology and Université de Lorraine
who had passed the SMAGRINET Module 2 - Economic Operation and Societal Challenges had the
chance to join the first SMAGRINET hybrid roadshow.
Students got some real-world insights in Brussels and Paris. Several discussions on European Energy policy and the Green Deal were held with European Commission representatives,
and EURELECTRIC introduced their activities, which shape the future of the industry.
After wrapping up with Brussels, EDF Power Networks Lab, near Paris, opened its doors for
the SMARGRINET Roadshow. EDF Power Networks Lab consists of 75 experts, research test
engineers and technicians operating the R&D testing facilities of the first European
electric utility.
The activities of several laboratories and the company's testing capabilities were examined. The visit took us to learn about battery testing capabilities and a high-power
testing station dedicated to high voltage & high current electrical equipment.
On top of that we were introduced to a Concept Grid - a unique testing facility dedicated
to smart equipment and solutions. This real "smart" distribution represents a real electric
system from the primary substations to residential appliances. It offers the possibility
to create and conduct complex testing campaigns, in full safety, which would be impossible
to perform on a real network.
The visit sparked several discussions on both the future of the energy sector, and students’
opportunities in it. Also, the the importance of involving people with technical knowledge
in policymaking was highlighted.
Image 1. TALTECH Students participating in Online Session with EC before heading to Paris

Image 2. Students visiting EDF Lab Renardies.

3.1.1. Participants
The content of the roadshow was designed and targeted to students who had gone through the
SMAGRINET Module 2 “Economic Operation and Societal Challenges” at University of Lorraine
and Tallinn University of Technology. The participation opportunity was offered through
both universities, providing them the opportunity to select the students.
All together 22 Module 2 students (10 from ULOR and 12 from TALTECH) took part in the
roadshow (full list in Appendix 5).
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Image 3. Group Photo of the Roadshow participants

3.1.2.

Agenda

The Roadshow was held in hybrid format. Online discussions with European Commission and
EURELECTRIC were held simultaneously in Tallinn and Nancy. After that, students were
organised to meet in Paris to visit EDF Innovation Laboratory near the capital city next
day.
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Table 4. SMAGRINET Brussels-Paris Roadshow Schedule DAY 1

Table 5. SMAGRINET Brussels-Paris Roadshow Schedule DAY 2 and 3

3.2. Estonian Roadshow
SMAGRINET Mobility Programme continued with another hybrid roadshow. On November 15-17,
2021, students visited Estonia to get familiar with the local electrical system and the
challenges that the industry is facing. While some of the students were able to join the
site visits on spot, others enjoyed the virtual visits and joined the discussions online.
15

Future electrical engineers, who have passed the SMAGRINET modules at Technical Universities of Berlin, Dresden and Kaunas and the University of Ljubljana received insights from
presentations by the national transmission system operator Elering and Estonia's largest
network operator Elektrilevi.
Visits took us to important sites for Estonian electricity production: Auvere and Iru
Power Plants and Paldiski facilities. We acknowledged that many of the challenges are
similar in different countries, but the biggest discussion was caused by the challenges
of energy production specific to Estonia and how the country is managing to cope with the
Green Deal initiatives.
The 3-day visit ended with an introduction to the NATO Cyber Defense Competence Center of
Excellence and hands-on simulation - attacking the electrical grid of fictional country
Berylia. The students formed two opposing teams - one to protect the electricity grid and
keep all 24 areas running, while the others were attacking the grid intending to cause a
full blackout. The tension was in the air until the last moment, and only 3 regions with
electricity kept us from the complete darkness- another proof of the importance of cyber
defence in the energy sector. We are glad that SMAGRINET can bring such real-life challenges
closer to our future engineers and provide them with practical experience.
Image 4. Elektrilevi presentation together with
online participants

Image 7. Enefit Power introduction in Auvere

3.2.1.

Image 5. NATO CDCCOE simulation introduction

Image 6. Iru co-generation powerplant visit

Participants

The content of the roadshow was designed and targeted to students who had gone through the
SMAGRINET Module 1 “Artificial Intelligence in a Smart Grid with Prosumers” and Module 3
“Connection Planning in Smart Grids”. Campaigns for students were launched at Kaunas
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University of Technology (KTU), Technische Universität Berlin (TUB), Technische Universität
Dresden (TUD) and University of Ljubljana (ULJUB).
All together 30 interested participants were gathered, but as the COVID-19 pandemic situation got worse, we decided to split the group and limit it with 15 people. Full list of
participants is brought out in Appendix 7. All the other participants were invited to join
the SMAGRINET Mobility Online session.

Image 8. Group photo of Estonian Roadshow participants in Auvere Power plant.
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3.2.2.

Agenda

SMAGRINET Estonian Roadshow was a hybrid event that involved 9 students participating on
spot and offered 6 students the opportunity to join via online solutions. This required
developing separate agendas, which are brought out below.
Table 6. SMAGRINET EST Roadshow schedule for onsite participants
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Table 7. SMAGRINET EST Roadshow schedule for online participants
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4.

SMAGRINET Mobility Online Session

The initial plan to have a second group participating in the Estonian roadshow was not
possible due to again high and raising number of COVID infections. However, alternatives
were considered in countries where situation was better at the end of 2021 – such as
Finland, Portugal, and Spain (see details next in paragraph). The discussion, ongoing
until February, concluded that the physical options must be postponed. As the roadshows
would have been mostly visiting innovation labs and premises on spot, the companies did
not see the value in online sessions.
Looking into alternatives, we used the chance and reached out to contacts from the neighbouring countries of the EU to showcase more examples of innovation projects and initiatives
related to smart grid.
Online Session took place on March 23, 2022. The 2-hour event included a showcase of the
Norwegian Smartgrid Center activities and an in-depth look into IDE "Intelligent Distribution of Electricity" - a large-scale demonstration project, which brought together six
grid companies in Norway for a joint development through new technology. In addition, a
look into UK National Grid activities - showcase of NG Electrical Transmission and ESO
activities, and deeper insights of the Deeside Centre for Innovation that is catapulting
innovative solutions for the grid and ESO digitalization projects was given.
Participating in Online Session was offered to all the students who could not participate
in prior Mobility activities and had already been part of some of the previous activities.
It was also open to other universities and industry. In total 35 people participated,
including 21 new students from SMAGRINET Modules.
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5.

Opportunities for the future

The held Mobility activities are easily replicable to involve further groups of students.
Also, the interest of companies in the demand for interns did exceed the supply we could
offer during a limited time, global pandemic, and a difficult geopolitical situation. This
means, once the situation allows, the ETL is happy to provide the database of contacts
which can be used to promote additional opportunities for student internships abroad.
In addition, there are several activities that were planned, but not implemented during
the project, such as:


Roadshow to Portugal and Spain2
Involving visiting the Basque region in Spain and Basque Energy Cluster, which is
made up of more than 100 members, including leading companies in the energy sector
located in the Basque Country (energy operators, component, and equipment manufacturers), agents of the Basque Science, Technology and Innovation Network and public
administration bodies involved in the energy field. In addition, Iberdrola Global
Innovation Hub in Larraskitu has agreed to open its doors and introduce the premises
and opportunities for students.
In Portugal, EDP - Portuguese electric utilities company with a global reach is
ready to showcase its capabilities and introduce green energy production opportunities by one of the renewable industry leaders in the world.



Roadshow to Finland3
In collaboration with Finnish Energy - a branch organisation for the industrial and
labour market policy of the energy sector, we have also developed and made contacts
with main players of Finnish Energy market. Companies ready to host the students
once the COVID-19 related restrictions allow include Fingrid, Okiluoto Power plant,
VTT and Helen.



Virtual visit to the Oracle utilities Innovation Lab in United States.
Oracle Utilities, which is a part of the Oracle Industries Innovation Lab (Oracle
IIL), is welcoming students for a virtual visit since May 2021. It is a hands-on
space, which offers interactive exhibitions (such as Connected Hub, the smart studio, or the utility simulator); role play; hands-on opportunities with augmented &
virtual reality, 5G & Internet of Things (IoT); and examples of cross-industry
innovation - how new elements in adjunct industries from construction to communication can be leveraged within our utilities industry4.

ETL is ready to provide the contact and support the visits and internships in the future,
in case of interest and resources available.

2

Potential schedule is brough out in Appendix 9

3

Potential schedule is brough out in Appendix 9

4 https://www.oracle.com/industries/utilities/innovation-lab.html
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Conclusion
For a successful implementation of the energy transition, which is one of the most important
challenges of the future, new skills and qualifications among electrical engineers are of
utmost importance. Technical development in smart grids needs to go hand in hand with
innovative educational methods, hands-on approaches and tight collaboration between academy
and industry.
In WP3, this issue was addressed by developing three challenge and case-based master's
level modules, and the SMAGRINET International Mobility Programme supporting the learnings
with practical opportunities at the industry. Activities carried out included internships
in different companies, hybrid Roadshows including simulation and online session, introducing innovative solutions to challenges.
In total, 64 students participated in SMAGRINET International Mobility Programme and
gathered feedback was positive from participants and industry.
Overall, there was a good symbiosis with the Modules that were a prerequisite for participating in Mobility. Knowledge acquittanced from the Modules, together with the preexisting basis from the studies was a great basis to gain the most out of internships and
visits. The imparted mind-set and wider look at the international level support solving
ongoing and emerging challenges of the energy transition.
In conclusion, the Mobility Programme, regardless of the challenges of the last years, has
fulfilled its goal– to prepare a generation of researchers and engineers to meet the
challenges of the energy transition in close collaboration with industry. Students found
the programme inspiring, and useful for their aspired profession and developed activities
and connections are made for future collaborations.
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Appendix
Appendix 1. List of companies contacted for Mobility Opportunities5
#

Institution

Country

#

Institution

Country

1

ABB

Estonia

26 FUSEBOX

Estonia

2

Elektrilevi

Estonia

27 Hepta Airborn

Estonia

3

Elering

Estonia

28 DATEL

Estonia

4

Estonian Cell

Estonia

29 Skeleton

Estonia/Germany

5

VKG

Estonia

30 Lemonade stand fund

Baltics

6

W.EG Eesti (Würth)

Estonia

31 R8 Technologies

Estonia

7

Empower

Estonia

32 Milrem

Estonia

8

Eesti Energia

Estonia

33 Enel

Italy

9

Enefit Green

Estonia

34 EDP

Portugal

10 Enefit Power

Estonia

35 Iberdrola

Spain

11 Finest Twins

Estonia

36 Oracle

US/International

12 Enefit Connect

Estonia

37 National Grid

UK

13 Ignitis

Lithuania

Norwegian Smart Grid
38 Centre
Norway

14 Solitek

Lithuania

Basque Energy Clus39 ter
Spain

15 EURELECTRIC

International

40 Finish Energy

16 EDF

France

17 Finnish Energy

Finland

Finland

PSE SA Polskie Sieci Elektroenerge18 tyczne
Poland
19 Boston Consulting Group (BCG)

International

20 Nord Energi

Scandinavia

CSZE Czech Association
21 Sector Employers

of

Energy Czech
public

Re-

22 PKEE Polish Electricity Association Poland
23 NLEA Lithuania

Lithuania

24 LEEA Latvia

Latvia

NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Cen- Interna25 tre of Excellence
tional

5

Contacts are available for further collaboration
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Appendix 2. Call for participants example - Internships
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Appendix 3. Example of an intern feedback report

25

Appendix 4. Call for participants - Brussels/Paris Road-

show
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Appendix 5. List of participants - Brussels/Paris Roadshow
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Appendix 6. Call for participants-Estonian Roadshow/Online
Session
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Appendix 7. List of participants–Estonian Roadshow
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Appendix 8. Online Session – signups

30

Appendix 9. Online session - participants
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Appendix 10. Potential schedules for Roadshows in Finland
and Spain/Portugal

32
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